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CHALLENGE: THE GREAT ROCKET FIN CAPER                                                    STUDENT INSTRUCTION

OVERVIEW
You will design and attach fins to one of your straw rockets. You will learn how 
drag affects acceleration and distance in flight. 

VOCABULARY

 u acceleration
 u data
 u drag
 u engineering
 u force
 u gravity
 u mass
 u thrust
 u weight 

MATERIALS

 u Your straw rocket from the previous lesson
 u Card stock
 u Pencil
 u Graph paper
 u Tape
 u Markers or crayons for decoration
 u Scissors
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STUDENT PROCEDURE

1. You will design a new set of fins for your straw rocket.

2. There is no limit as to size, number, or placement of fins.

3. Launch your rocket three times, recording distance, altitude, and accuracy.

4. Use the target from Lesson 1 for accuracy and the taped distance marker on 
the floor for distance. Make a measured altitude target.

5. Work in groups of two, taking turns launching and retrieving.
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ROCKET DATA TRACKING SHEET

         Name         Flight 1        Flight 2        Flight 3

1.                

2.                

3.                

4.                

5.                

6.                

7.                

8.                

9.                

10.                

11.                

12.                

13.                

14.                

15.                

16.                

17.                

18.                

19.                

20.                
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GODDARD INFORMATION PAGE

Doctor Robert H. Goddard is often called the father of modern rocketry. When he 
was a young man, Dr. Goddard was thrilled by science fiction books. 

He patented a liquid-fuel 
rocket and a two-stage solid-
fuel rocket in 1914. By 1920, he 
wrote that he believed it was 
very possible that one day a 
rocket would reach the Moon.

Goddard was one of the first to 
add fins, or vanes, to a rocket 
for guidance. 
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March 16, 1926. Robert H. Goddard and his first liquid-fuel rocket. 
Photo courtesy of the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.


